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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique

solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a

correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in the review

screen.

You deploy an Azure Container Apps app and disable ingress on the container app.

Users report that they are unable to access the container app. You investigate and observe that the app has scaled to 0 instances.

You need to resolve the issue with the container app.

Solution: Enable ingress, create a TCP scale rule, and apply the rule to the container app.

Does the solution meet the goal?

Options: 
A- Yes



B- No

Answer: 
B

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique

solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a

correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear on the review

screen.

You are implementing an application by using Azure Event Grid to push near-real-time in-formation to customers.

You have the following requirements:

* You must send events to thousands of customers that include hundreds of various event types.

* The events must be filtered by event type before processing.



* Authentication and authorization must be handled by using Microsoft Entra ID.

* The events must be published to a single endpoint.

You need to implement Azure Event Grid.

Solution; Publish events to an event domain. Create a custom topic for each customer.

Does the solution meet the goal?

Options: 
A- Yes

B- No

Answer: 
B

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice



You have 100 Azure virtual machines (VMs) with the system-assigned managed identity enabled.

You need to identify the value of the object ID attribute for each of the identities.

Which command should you use?

Options: 
A- az resource show

B- az ad signed-in-user list-owned-objects

C- az ad user show

D- Get-AzVM

Answer: 
B

Question 4
Question Type: Hotspot

You have an Azure API Management instance named API! that uses a managed gateway.



You plan to implement a policy that will apply at a product scope and will set the header of inbound requests to include information about

the region hosting the gateway of API1. The policy definition contains the following content.

You have the following requirements for the policy definition:

* Ensure that the header contains the information about the region hosting the gateway of API1.

* Ensure the policy applies only after any global level policies are processed first.

You need to complete the policy definition.

Which values should you choose? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

Answer: 

Question 5
Question Type: Hotspot

You deploy an ASP.NET web app to Azure App Service.

You must monitor the web app by using Application insights.



You need to configure Application Insights to meet the requirements.

Which feature should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have a Standard tier instance of Azure Cache for Radis named redis1 configured with the default settings.

You need to configure a Maxmemory policy to increase the amount of cache available for read operations.

How should you configure the Maxmemory policy?

Options: 
A- Decrease the value of maxmemory-reserved.



B- Increase the value of maxmemory-reserved.

C- Set the Maxmemory policy to noeviction.

D- Set the Maxmemory policy to volatile-lru.

Answer: 
A

Question 7
Question Type: Hotspot

You plan to develop an Azure Functions app with an Azure Blob Storage trigger. The app will be used infrequently, with a limited

duration of individual executions. The app must meet the following requirements:

* Event-driven scaling

* Support for deployment slots

* Minimize costs

You need to identify the hosting plan and the maximum duration when executing the app.

Which configuration setting values should you use? To answer, select the appropriate values in the answer area.



NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 8
Question Type: DragDrop

You are authoring a set of nested Azure Resource Manager templates to deploy multiple Azure resources.

The templates must be tested before deployment and must follow recommended practices.

You need to validate and test the templates before deployment.

Which tools should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate tools to the correct requirements. Each tool may be used once, more than

once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You need to design network connectivity for a subnet in an Azure virtual network. The subnet will contain 30 virtual machines. The virtual

machines will establish outbound connections to internet hosts by using the same a pool of four public IP addresses, inbound

connections to the virtual machines will be prevented.

What should include in the design?

Options: 
A- Azure Private Link

B- NAT Gateway

C- User Defined Routes

D- Azure Virtual WAN



Answer: 
D

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Your company purchases an Azure subscription and plans to migrate several on-premises virtual machines to Azure. You need to

design the infrastructure required (or the Azure virtual machines solution. What should you include in the design?

Options: 
A- the number of Azure Storage accounts

B- the settings of the Azure virtual networks

C- the size of the virtual machines

D- the number of Azure regions

Answer: 
C
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